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How can eight weeks go by so quickly? Good News Camp has already come and gone for
2012. What a wonderful summer filled with God’s blessings. Our camp enrollment of 1312 made it
the largest summer of camp ever. We’re so thankful for the additional volunteers that made this
possible. People have asked us how we keep up our energy for eight straight weeks - especially
with the heat we experienced this summer. The truth is that the campers and the volunteers
energize us. Seeing their excitement helps our adrenaline go up and gives us the strength we need.
!
One of the fun things that continues after camp has ended is seeing our campers around
town. Our camp t-shirts this year were bright green or orange
so we can spot them a mile away! Just yesterday I saw one of
the orange shirts while I was at the grocery store. What a
blessing to be able to say hello to this camper and meet his
parents.
!
The shirts are also good publicity.
One mom in Walmart registered her
daughter for camp after seeing a shirt
and asking about the camp. She was
directed to the website and signed her up
This summer’s t-shirt was a reminder
right away!
of the fun water activities we have at
camp all summer long.
!
✓ Pray for us as we

Cora

Caleb

Jacob

Olivia
!

Cora did a gospel
magic presentation
each day for the
campers at the
outdoor chapel.
They loved seeing
these and had fun
trying to figure out
how she did the
tricks. She was also
in charge of crafts
each day and
keeping track of the
missions offerings.

Caleb was able to
use his painting
Jacob was a camper
skills to help
the first week of
campers (like his
camp but returned
sister) do a painting as a helper week 3.
project. Each child
This picture was
that came to camp
taken at the end of
that week was able
his week as a
to paint their own
helper. I guess we
picture to take
worked him pretty
home with them.
hard if he found
Caleb helped them
three metal chairs
add their names at
and a beach towel
the bottoms.
to be a comfy bed.

Olivia also was a
camper for a week
and then helped us
the rest of the
summer. Each
Wednesday, she
preformed a skit in
chapel as an
introduction to the
lesson. She was
also a great help as
she ran the powerpoints for chapel.

make the
transition from
camp to Good
News Clubs.
There are many
details to attend to
for clubs to be
ready to start in
October.

✓ Pray for Cora,
Caleb, Jacob, and
Olivia as they start
another year of
school. They will
be in 11th, 8th, 6th,
and 5th grades
this year.
✓ Praise God for all
that He allowed us
to be a part of this
summer. What an
honor to be able to
watch Him work.

